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This report presents the results of the high mixture ratio qualification testing of the RL10
engine for the Shuttle/Centaur program. The testing was conducted by Pratt & Whitney,
Government Products Division (P&W/GPD) of the United Technologies Corporation (UTC) for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis Research Center (NASA/LeRC)
under contract NAS3-22902.
This testing was conducted during the period of March 1985 through January 1986. The
testing effort was conducted under the direction of LeRC Space Flight Systems Directorate with
Mr. James A. Burkhart as Contracting Officer Representative. The effort at P&W/GPD was
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The objective of the RL10A-3-3B Engine Qualification Test was to demonstrate the
suitability of the RL10A-3-3B engine for space vehicle flight by subjecting it to the testing
specified in RL10A-3-3B Model Specification Number 2295 dated 21 February 1986. The
applicable section of the specification, paragraph 4.9 is reproduced below.
4.9 Qualification tests. Tests shall be in accordance with the following
subparagraphs.
4.9.1 Rocket engine tests. The rocket engine submitted for qualification tests
shall have passed the quality conformance test Schedule "B" as specified in 4.10
of this specification, except for item d (Radio Interference). The engine shall be
subjected to tests comprised of the requirements listed below. At the discretion of
the engine contractor the accomplishment of several conditions listed may be
combined in a single firing where practical.
Qualification Requirements































Relight after 2 rain
Minimum chamber/solenoid temperatures
Maximum chamber/solenoid temperatures
First burn cooldown limits
Relight cooldown limits
Start at minimum FPIP and OPIP (and NPSP)
Start at maximum FPIP and OPIP (and NPSP)
Start at minimum FPIP and maximum OPIP (and NPSP)
Start at maximum FPIP and minimum OPIP (and NPSP)
Maximum tank pressurization flow at mixture ratio extremes
Minimum steady-state fuel NPSP
Minimum steady-state oxidizer NPSP
Shutdown from minimum O/F
Shutdown from maximum O/F
Limit Test (Thrust control with no bypass and maximum
O/F)*
*This test may be conducted on a representative engine other than the
engine submitted for qualification test.
Pratt & Whitney




4.9. 1.1 Static leakage test. All hydrogen, oxygen and helium systems of the
engine shall be tested for leakage in accordance with the applicable end item test
and inspection procedure. Any leakage shall be corrected only in accordance with
normal field procedures before resumption of test.
4.9.1.2 Final calibration. The engine shall be subjected to a 450 sec final
calibration run. The performance degradation shall be within the contractor's
specifications.
4.9. 1.3 Additional tests.
4.9.1.3.1 Disassembly. The engines will be disassembled and inspected following
the completion of all testing. Component Calibrations Schedules will be
performed on components listed in 4.9.3 prior to disassembly.
4.9.1.3.1.I Rocket engine inspection after disassembly. After disassembly, all
parts and components not previously qualified shall be inspected. Any excessive-
ly worn, distorted, or weakened parts shall be documented in detail. Calibrations
shall be made of all applicable control and control components prior to
disassembly.
4.9. 1.3.2 Proof pressure. Hydrostatic pressure equal to 1.2 times the nominal
pressure at rated thrust plus the difference between nominal working pressure
and maximum transient pressure shall be imposed and held for a minimum of 2
minutes. Evidence of leakage, detrimental permanent deformation set while
under pressure shall be cause for rejection. All components used on the RL10A-
3-3B engine were proof pressure tested during the RL10A-3-3A qualification,
therefore satisfying this requirement.
4.9.2 Rocket engine inspection during and after test.
4.9.2.1 Rejection and retest. Whenever there is evidence that the engine is not
meeting specification requirements, the difficulty shall be investigated and cause
corrected to the satisfaction of the procuring activity, that portion of the test in
which the difficulty was encountered shall be repeated.
4.9.3 All components have been previously qualified during the RL10A-3-3 and
RL10A-3-3A qualification.
4.9.4 Components inspections during and after test.
4.9.4. I Rejection and retest. Whenever there is evidence that the components
are not meeting specification requirements, the difficulty shall be investigated
and cause corrected to the satisfaction of the procuring activity. At the option of
the procuring activity, a penalty test shall be conducted.
4.9.4.2 Inspection after test. After completion of tests, the components shall be
disassembled for examination of parts. Measurements and photographs shall be
taken as necessary to disclose excessively worn, distorted, or weakened parts.
Further disassembly may be made at the option of the procuring activity.
4.9.5 Nozzle support plug test. The nozzle support plug test performed for the







Due to payload volume advantages which can be achieved by increasing the operating
mixture ratio of the RL10 engine, a decision was made to qualify the engine to run at a higher
mixture ratio. A program was created to qualify the RL10 engine for operation at 15,000 pounds
thrust and a nominal 6.0 to 1 mixture ratio. This model of the engine was designated the RL10A-
3-3B.
The Qualification Program included three test series as follows:
Series I Hardware durability and limits test -- completed in
March 1983. The engine completed 23 firings and
4605.7 seconds with 1588.7 seconds at >6.6 mix-
ture ratio.
Series II Preliminary qualification test -- completed in April
1985. The engine completed 26 firings and 5750
seconds.
Series III Qualification test -- completed in January 1986.
The engine completed 26 hot firings and 5693.4
seconds with 905.9 seconds at 6.7 mixture ratio.
Several changes in engine hardware were required for operation of the RL10A-3-3B engine
in the Space Shuttle.
Dual pressure switch ignitionsystem -- provides a redundant switch to
indicate the ignition exciter box has retained an acceptable internal
pressure.
• Oxidizer flow control -- has smaller cooldown flow area to minimize
propellant use during cooldown.
Helium plumbing changes -- to accommodate the new oxidizer flow control
configuration and to provide partial closure of the fuel pump interstage
cooldown valve. The latter provides more efficient cooldown of the fuel pump
by using a smaller flow area to dump propellant.
RL10 development engine XR103 was built to run the Qualification Test. During Build 1,
on the initial trim run, the engine had unacceptable fuel pump vibration levels and a washout of
the silver throat. Since these problems would not be acceptable on a "Green Run" production
engine and would require correction, testing was terminated. The engine was rebuilt to run the
Qual Test as Build 2 with a new chamber/injector and rebuilt fuel pump.
Build 2 successfully completed the Qualification Test but one anomaly did occur. Run 14.01
did not light and a brief investigation was conducted during Build 2. A separate run program was
later created to investigate the problem on another engine. The ignition problem encountered on
run 14.01 was found to be related to the small cooldown flow area in the oxidizer flow control and
Shuttle Centaur inlet conditions which delayed ignition beyond the test stand no-ignition auto-
abort time of 0.49 sec. Subsequent engine testing demonstrated that the no-light encountered




ignition system must be incorporated if the RL10A-3-3B engine is to be used in the Shuttle
Centaur application.
Successful completion of the Qualification Test series verified the durability of the
hardware changes and the acceptable operation of the engine at the higher mixture ratio. The
engine operated successfully within the conditions specified in Specification 2295 with the
exception of the ignition problem. If the RLIOA-3-3B engine were to be used on ground launched
vehicles with a large cooldown area and inlet conditions similar to the current Atlas Centaur, the








The configuration of the Qualification Test Engine, XR103 Build 1 and 2, was very
carefully controlled. This was the same engine {previously P-642024) which was used to qualify
the RL10A-3-3A engine. Refer to P&W Report FR-15883 Volume II "RL10A-3-3A Development
and Qualification Program, Qualification Test Report." The engine had been in storage since
completing the RL10A-3-3A Qual Test and was renumbered according to current procedures. It
required updating to the RL10A-3-3B design parts list. The configuration of the engine was
established through a process known at Pratt & Whitney as a Functional Configuration Audit.
The audit was performed during the assembly and test of engine XR103-1 and -2. The audit
provided the following:
• An accurate, complete parts list of all parts in the engine.
• A comparison of the engine parts list with the design parts list.
Identification and resolution with the government of any differences
between the "as built" and design requirements prior to delivery of affected
parts to the engine.
Identificationof experimental parts and parts not meeting the minimum
inspectionlevelrequirements and approval oftheiruse with the concurrence
of the government.
The procedure for conducting this audit was as follows:
All of the parts foruse on the engine were reviewed and compared with the
RL10A-3-3B design parts listby inspectionpersonnel. This included all
parts from the RLIOA-3-3A Qual Test Engine P-642024. Parts were
inspected forquantity,part number, change letterand inspectionmarking.
Parts which agreed with the bill-of-materialand meeting the required level
of inspection were entered into the engine parts list (computer) and
deliveredto the assembly floor.Parts not m agreement with the bill-of-
materialor inspectionrequirements were put on hold at the inspectionarea
until the discrepancieswere resolved.A Configuration Report (CR) was
prepared by inspectionpersonnel identifyingthe discrepancy.The CR was
then provided to RL10 engineeringforjustificationand disposition.The CR
was then submitted to the government forconcurrence.In certaininstances
a CR was writtenby RL10 engineeringor configurationmanagement. The
approval processisthe same fortheseconfigurationreports.See FigureIll-1
for a typical CR. Following engineering and government concurrence,
configurationmanagement entersintothe computer the actualpart number
tobe used,includinga referenceto the CR. The part isthen deliveredto the
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Through this procedure only approved parts are delivered to the engine and an "as built"
computerized file is generated. This "as built" parts list may be compared to the design parts list
by a computer program. Figure III-2 shows an example of a section of the engine parts list. Part
numbers in the engine may not be in the design parts list for the following reasons:
1. The engine received parts in advance of Engineering Change Approval (via
Temporary Assembly Procedure or TAP)
2. Special parts were used to provide instrumentation or other special
requirements for the Qual Test
3. Parts availability required substitution of equivalent but not identical parts.
Item 1 variationswilldisappear as the Engineering Changes are approved. Items 2 and 3
variationsare consideredinsignificantinnature and had no impact on QualificationTest results.
B. ENGINE BUILD 1 AND 2
XR103-1 Assembly
Engine P-642024 was received as an RL10A-3-3A model from used stores. This engine was
last used in the RL10A-3-3A Qualification Test in December 1981. All components and parts
were inspected and those that were not common to the RL10A-3-3B bill of material were
cancelled. Parts which are unique to the RL10A-3-3B were then added and the engine was rebuilt
as XR103-1. The build was completed 4 December 1985. The build included the following:.
Ignition System P/N 2120399 (single pressure switch) configuration was replaced by a dual
pressure switch system P/N 2183710, S/N BMT001. This system provides a redundancy of the
internal box pressure indicator switch which is required for Shuttle/Centaur use.
LOX InletValve P/N 2077869, CKD 1734,S/N BGPI40 was removed and rebuiltper Dwg.
2183704 and CKD 10004. This directedthe replacement of the actuator housing cylinderwith
vendor P/N 5823171-101 which ismore resistantto stresscorrosion.Also the actuatorbellows
was replaced with vendor P/N 5842003-101 to qualifya new TIG weld.
Fuel Inlet Valve P/N 2077870, S/N 8L3793 was removed and rebuilt per Dwg. 2185908 and
CKD 10006. This directed the replacement of the actuator housing cylinder with vendor P/N
5823171-101 which is more resistant to stress corrosion. Also the actuator bellows was replaced
with vendor P/N 5842003-101 to qualify a new TIG weld.
Oxidizer Flow Control P/N 2139014, S/N 600400 was removed and cancelled and replaced
by OFC P/N 2119340 per TAP 5478. This valve is an RL10A-3-3 type. This configuration has a
smaller cooldown flow area which provides less propellant use during the cooldown cycle.
Gimbal P/N 2118942, S/N BIK603 was replaced due to stress corrosion cracks found
around some of the assembly bolt holes. Gimbal P/N 2118942, S/N BMC94 was pulled from
finished stores and sent to be reworked to incorporate PLO 11236 and SL 240445. This directed
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Transducer Box P/N 2144547, S/N BIS569 was reworked per SL 239303. This drawing
directed the modification of the box to install three more mounts for instrumentation and two
fiberglass heat shields for the Shuttle Centaur configuration. Reworked transducer box P/N
2185705.
Since the original thrust control had been diverted for use in the RL10 development
program, Thrust Control Valve P/N 2105497, S/N 607147 was assembled from new and used
development parts. Upon completion of build the valve was sent to test per RL10A-3-3A CCS
(Component Calibration Schedule). After satisfactory completion of test the valve was adjusted
to the RLIOA-3-3B thrust setting. This was accomplished by adjusting the PC adjustment knob
seven turns in a counterclockwise direction (downtrim from 16.5K to 15K thrust).
Jacket Inlet Line P/N 2118223 had a Class 4 orifice installed to meet RL10A-3-3B
requirements. This orifice replaced the Class 1 orifice which had been used for the RL10A-3-3A
Qual Test.
A new Chamber/Injector Assembly was used since the originalchamber had been used in
the RLI0 development program. Chamber P/N 2180696, S/N ACB872 was pulledfrom finished
stores and was the current bill-of-materialpart number with silverthroat insert.
The Fuel Pump P/N 2135710, S/N 600524 was rebuiltusing most of the parts from
P-642024. The same fuelpump shaftwith a new drivegearwas used.In additionallnew bearings
were installedand a new housing temperature probe was used to replacethe originalprobe which
had been diverted to the RLi0 development program.
The Oxidizer Pump P/N 2181415 S/N 600524 was rebuilt using most of the parts from
P-642024. New parts included bearings, idler gear, gearshaft assembly, inducer, one seal plate
and a new housing temperature probe. The original probe had been diverted to the RL10
development program.
All of the remaining components from P-642024 were sent for CCS to verify that they were
still acceptable for engine test after the long storage time. All passed their respective CCSs and
were used on the engine.
Table III-1 lists the major components installed on the engine Build 1.
All parts which were added to the engine were processed through spec check for verification
of compliance with the latest RL10A-3-3B design requirements. Any parts not conforming were
documented on a CR as described in Section IIIA.
Several Engineering Changes were in process at the time of the final engine build. All of
these changes were documented on TAPs (Temporary Assembly Procedures). These TAPs
allowed the engine build to continue in advance of the changes. The following TAPs were
incorporated:
TAP 5476A. This procedure enables the interstage cooldown valve to partially close at fuel






Table III-1. Major Components Installed on Build 1
Nomenclature Part No. Serial No.





Fuel Inlet Shutoff Valve
Oxidizer Inlet Shutoff Valve
Main Fuel Shutoff Valve
Interstage Cooldown Valve
Pump Discharge Cooldown Valve
Fuel Prestart Solenoid Valve





Fuel Pump Housing Temperature Sensor
Oxidizer Pump Housing Temperature Sensor
Ignition System



























TAP 5477A. This procedure removed the orifice in the Fuel Inlet Valve and installed a
(0.045) orifice in the fuel prestart solenoid. In addition helium plumbing was changed to supply
the start solenoid helium from the oxidizer prestart solenoid instead of the fuel prestart solenoid.
This configuration provides a faster closing of the inlet valve to reduce backflow into the liquid
hydrogen inlet supply duct.
TAP 5478. This procedure simplifiesTAP 5476A and provides an RLIOA-3-3 Type OFC
P/N 2119340 (withno bypass valve).Associatedhelium plumbing was changed to accompany the
valve change.
TAP 5479. This procedure adds a bracket and associated clip to support a helium tube left
unsupported when TAP 5478A was incorporated. This TAP was incorporated after testing had
begun.
The engine weight was 302.7 lb; this compares to the specification requirement of 310 lb for
the engine in the proposed Model Spec. No. 2295.
Engine XR103-1 was delivered to E-6 test stand on 4 December 1985.
XR103-1 Teardown
The engine was pulled from E-6 stand on 6 December 1985 after the initial trim run, HR
01.01 (not part of the qualification test). The engine experienced high turbopump vibrations and
a severe washout of the silver throat during the trim run and was returned to RL10 assembly for










The engine was disassembled into major components to allow disassembly of the fuel pump
and replacement of the chamber. The turbopump was split and the fuel pump was completely
disassembled. The following items were noted:
• The inducer blades were rubbed slightly and a corresponding rub pattern was
seen in the impeller housing.
The first stage impeller tips showed a moderate rub and a corresponding
wear pattern was seen in the impeller housing. The inducer rub and blade tip
rub were in areas that were worn from the previous build of the pump
(P-2024).
The idlergear and fuelpump gear showed an uneven wear pattern.The
coating was worn through to the metal surfacefor approximately half the
tooth width. The wear was light,within the range of normal wear for these
parts and was acceptable for use as is.
The larger seal seat on the fuel pump shaft had a ding at the OD corner
which locally cracked and separated the chrome plate. The damage was
outside of the carbon seal seating area and the shaft was considered
acceptable for reuse as is.
• Light rubbing was noted on the knife edges of the turbine rotor and on the
OD seal lands of the exit stator but may have existed from earlier running.
Because of the fuel pump vibration problem the pump impellers and turbine
were sent for check balance and the shaft was sent to have the ID bores
checked for concentricity and then check balance. The turbine rotor and
second stage impeller checked within limits. The first stage impeller was
rebalanced without check balance since the rotor had some rub and one
balance weight could not be removed. The shaft bore concentricities were out
of limits and the shaft was replaced.
All three locking pins on the fuel pump housing temperature probe had been
torn out -- apparently when the test cable was disconnected. The probe
required replacement for the next build but is probably repairable.
The silver throat was washed out for approximately two inches around the
circumference and down to the tubes in one area. See Section V,
Figures V-11 and V-12. This washout was attributed to a poor bond during
manufacturing. No other major problems were noted with the chamber. The
chamber was replaced for Build 2. Pre-rtm photos of the silver throat are
shown in Section V, Figures V-6 through V-10.
XR103-2 Assembly
Assembly of XR103-2 was completed on 17 December 1985.
The engine was assembled per standard RL10A-3-3B Operation Sheets with P&W and
government inspection witness. All government and spec check inspection requirements were
met. With the exception of expendable items and those items listed below, all parts from Build 1






Table 111-2. Parts Installed on Build 2
Part Name Part Number Comments
-aw
Chamber/Injector
Fuel Pump Housing Temperature Probe
Bearing, Fuel Pump Rear
Bearing, Fuel Pump Front
Fuel Pump Shaft Assembly
2nd Stage Impeller Spacer
Fuel Tank Pressurization Adapter
2180696 S/N ACB 888
2114950 S/N BLG 483
2069342 S/N BID 452
2069343 S/N BID 397
2099978 S/N BEZ 738
2109360 Cla. 2
2183614
New Chamber from P642048.
New from Flight Stores Model No. 177 BR,
New from Flight Stores.
New from Flight Stores.
From Development. Stores. Had best bore
concentricities of available shafts. (0.0001 over
limit)
Changed to get correct Ist-stage impeller
clearance.
From Flight Stores replaced Build 1 adapter
which had incorrect orifice size.
g..
XR103-2 was delivered to E-6 test stand on 17 December 1985. Photos of the engine as



















Figure III-3. RLIOA-3-3B Qualification Engine
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Figure III-4. RLIOA-3-3B Qualification Engine
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Figure III-5. RLIOA-3-3B Qualification Engine
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Figure III-6. RLIOA 3-3B Qualification Engine
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The RL10A-3-3B engine model was derived from the qualified RL10A-3-3A engine model.
Changes in the RL10A-3-3B model consist of the following:.
• Operation at nominal mixture ratio of 6.0 instead of 5.0
• Operation at reduced thrust level of 15,000 pounds instead of 16,500 pounds
• Operation over a wider range of propellant inlet conditions
• Increased cooldown times with smaller flow areas in both fuel and oxidizer
systems to provide more efficient cooldown.
The RL10A-3-3A Qualification Test was conducted on two engines:
Engine P642024
• 20 firings, 4500 seconds -- verify specification limits and engine durability
Engine FX149
• Structural limits test _ verify safe operation with failed thrust control.
The RL10A-3-3B Qualification Test was also conducted on two engines in a similar
fashion:
Engine XR103-2
• 20 firings, 4500 seconds -- verify specification limits and engine durability
Engine XR102-2
• Structural limits test _ verify safe operation with failed thrust control.
The highest structural loads on the chamber would occur if the thrust control failed at
maximum mixture ratio. This situation was successfully demonstrated on XR102-2. The test is
discussed in Section VI.
B. TEST PLAN
Prior to testing a detailed test plan was submitted to NASA for approval as required under


























































QUALIFICATION TEST PROCEDURE FOR RLIOA-3-3B ENGINE
1.0 TEST OBJECTIVE
2.0
The objective is to conduct a Qualification Test in accordance with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft Preliminary Model Specification No. 2295 dated 2 Feb.
1983 to demonstrate the suitability of RLIOA-3-3B engines for use in the
Shuttle Centaur Space Transportation System.
GENERAL
2.1 An engine qualification test will be performed on an RLIOA-3-3B
engine acceptable to the Government. Configuration control will be
in accordance with the contractor's procedures and PMI 5009 for the
qualification test engine. The engine and components will be
assembled and tested in accordance with RLIOA-3-3A/B production
procedures. (Preliminary procedures may be used.)
2.2 Prior to starting the Qualification Test the engine must complete an
acceptable Trim and Trim Repeat Test per the RLIOA-3-3A/B TIS.
2.3 Engine testing will be accomplished in E-6 test stand per the
applicable rocket engine test procedure. Notification of individual
test schedules will be provided to the Government office at least
two hours prior to the start of each specific test. Presence of a
Government office representative is not required while tests are
being conducted.
2.4 The Qualification Test shown on Table I can be accomplished in any
sequence determined by Project Engineering. Table I is a suggested
run sequence only.
2.5 Failure of the engine to meet requirements of the specification
shall be investigated and corrected in accordance with paragraph
4.9.2.1 of Specification No. 2295.
2.5.1 Part failure, adjustment and replacement for the
qualification test engine will be in accordance with
paragraph 4.8.9 of Model Specification No. 2295.
2.6 Automatic data recording equipment will be utilized to record engine
transient and steady state data as shown on the Test Instruction
Sheet (TIS). This is the same instrumentation that is used for
production engine testing. Vibration instrumentation in accordance
with the requirements of the Test Instruction Sheet will be
utilized. Other specialized instrumentation will be requested by
Project Engineering.
3.0 ENGINE TEST
The engine shall be subjected to a series of tests to meet the
requirements of paragraph 4.9.1 of the specification. Test conditions













followed by static leakage tests. Leak tests may be omitted between
firings to allow rapid engine turnaround when it is desired to make
multiple firings in a short period of time or if the mylar insulation
blanket is installed. A minimum of 20 firings and a minimum total
running time equal to 4500 seconds shall be accumulated on this engine
prior to final static leakage tests. Satisfactory engine condition will
be verified by a post-test calibration firing. The engine will then be
disassembled.
3.! Static leakage test - All hydrogen, oxygen and helium systems of the
engine shall be tested for leakage in accordance with the applicable
End Item Test and Inspection Procedure, PEP63. Any leakage shall be
corrected only in accordance with normal field procedures and/or TIS
before resumption of test.
3.2 Post-test calibration firing - The engine shall be subjected to a
&50 second final calibration run. The performance degradation shall
be within the contractor's specifications.
3.3 Disassembly - The engine will be disassembled and visually inspected
(some dimensional inspection for documentation may be required).
Some components may be tested for information purposes if requested
by Project Engineering.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
4.1 All testing, unless otherwise specification herein,
accordance with the RLIOA-3-3A/B Test Instruction Sheet.
will be in
4.2 The data evaluation of the engine test will be completed in a timely
manner. All summarized test data will be presented for review to
Quality Engineering and the Government representative on an RLIO
Engine Performance Summary Form.
Representatives of Project Engineering (or deslgnees) will conduct a
preliminary data review after each test. From this preliminary
review and if the test objectives are met, authority for further
engine testing will be given. If the test objectives are not met
but can be accomplished in combination with another test in the
series, testing can proceed without repeating the specific test.
*5.0 LIMIT TEST
The limit test, thrust control with no bypass (vented thrust control) and
maximum O/F, will be performed on a representative development engine
selected by Project Engineering. This test may be done before or after
the Engine Qualification Testing.






Following successful completion of the engine qualification tests, a
report shall be prepared in accordance with paragraph 4.8.5 of the






TABLE II. QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
(PER SPECIFICATION NO. 2295 SECTION 4.9.1)
A minimum of 20 firings and not less than 4,500 sec duration including:
Qualification No. of
Test No. Firin$s Condition





I, 5, i0, 15 4





-__ 6, 8, ii, 13 4


























First burn cooldown limits
Relight cooldown limits
Start at min FPIP (and NPSP) and min OPIP
(and NPSP)
Start at max FPIP and max NPSP at that
pressure and max OPIP (and NPSP)
Start at min FPIP (and NPSP) and max OPIP
(and NPSP)
Start at max FPIP and max NPSP at that
pressure and min OPIP (and NPSP)
Tank pressurization flow at mixture ratio
extremes
Minimum steady-state fuel NPSP
Minimum steady-state oxidizer NPSP
Shutdown from minimum O/F
Shutdown from maximum O/F
Minimum chamber temperature conditions will be obtained by running a rapid
relite test instead of precooling the thrust chamber to a specified "Cold
Jacket" temperature. The rapid relight more closely simulates actual
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A. METHO0 OF TEST
RL10A-3-3B engine XR103-2 was mounted in E-6 test stand and instrumented in
accordance with the production RL10A-3-3B Test Instruction Sheet (TIS). Additional instru-
mentation required for the qualification program is shown in Table V-1. All automatic aborts
were used in accordance with the TIS and additional aborts shown in Table V-2 were also used.

















Heat Exchanger Gas Inlet Pressure
Mae West Skin Temperature No. 1
Mae West Skin Temperature No. 2
Mae West Skin Temperature No. 3
Fuel Pre-start Solenoid Coil Temperature
Oxidizer Pra-start Solenoid Coil Temperature
Fuel Pump Intentage Valve Position
Fuel Pump Discharge Valve Position




Low-low Chamber Pressure Abort
1. Sample Time
2. Pressure Switch Level
Diffuser Downstream Pressure Abort
1. Sample Time
2. Abort Level




-- From +0.470 - 0 $ec until +0.490 + 0 zec
-- 8 ± 0.5 Imsia (measure at igniter tap)
From 3 ± 1 sec prior to start until shutdown
If I'IXGIPI exceeds 10 peia nm shall be aborte(L
From + 2.7 see until 0.I see prior to shutdown.
If OPDPll is less than 120 psia the run shall be aborted.
If OPDPI1 is less than 120 psia when FVUPll reaches
400 psia the run shell be aborted.
Interlock to be on from I sec prior to start until 0.I sec prior
to shutdown.
All test firings were performed in test stand E-6. The engine was mounted in a vertical
attitude and enclosed in an altitude chamber that was connected to the test stand exhaust
diffuser system. A steam ejector system was used to evacuate the altitude chamber and the engine
exhaust system prior to engine start and to maintain simulated space conditions during steady-
state operation and shutdown.
3O
90_M
• ° Pratt & Whitney
FR-19435-1
The enginewas attachedtoa mounting platethatwas supportedby threeaxiallyoriented
rodsequippedwithaxialloadcellsformeasuringenginethrust.The enginegimbalfixedrods,
which replacethevehiclegimballingactuators,alsoattachto thismounting plate.Propellants
weresuppliedtotheenginepump inletsfromgas-pressurized,vacuum-jacketedteststandstorage
tanks mounted above the enginevia vacuum-jacketed,gimbal-flexedpropellantlines.
Each of the propellantflowswas measured by two flowmetersinstalledin seriesin the
supplyline.FiguresV-I and V-2 show the enginemounted intheteststand.FigureV-3 shows
the teststandschematic.The testconfigurationisessentiallythe same as thatused forprior
qualificationtestsand forproductionacceptancetest.
90411M
Minimum chamber temperatureconditionswere obtainedby runninga rapidrelightest
insteadofprecoolingthe thrustchamber to a specified"coldjacket"temperature.The rapid
relightmore closelysimulatesactualconditionswhich occurduringengineoperationinspace.
Coldsolenoidcoilconditioningwas accomplishedby passingcoldhydrogenthroughcopper
coilsaround each solenoidcoil.Heated chamber conditioningwas accomplishedby passing
ambienthydrogenthrougha heaterpriorto introductiontothe chamber.Solenoidheatingwas
accomplishedby passingsteam throughthecoilsaroundthesolenoids.The schematicforthese
systemsisshown in FigureV-4.
The GeneralDynamics thermalinsulationblanketwas installedon theengineforallrapid
relightruns.A typicalblanketinstallationisshown inFigureV-5.A nitrogenpurgewas supplied
under theblanketand was actuatedat10 secondspriortostart.Thispurgewas usedtoprovide
an inertatmosphereunder theblanketto preventthe possibilityoffiredamage tothe blanket
shouldtherebe any hydrogen leaks.
The engine solenoids and ignition system were supplied with a nominal 28 volts dc and a
nominal helium pressure of 470 psia was supplied to the engine except when these inputs were
varied in accordance with specific test requirements.
Automaticdatarecordingequipmentwas usedtorecordenginetransientand steady-state
performance.Allinstrumentationwas maintainedwithinthecalibrationrequirementsofcurrent
P&W InstrumentationProcedures.The thrustmeasuringsystem was routinelyrecalibrated
duringthe testprogram.Allcalibrationsare traceableto the NationalBureau of Standards.
Static leakage tests of the fuel, oxidizer, and helium systems were conducted before and
after the endurance testing in accordance with the end item test procedure.
B. TESTING AND RESULTS
1. Engine Tests
EngineXRI03-1 was mounted intheE-6 teststandon 4 December 1985.Testingbegan on
5 December 1985.Hot Run (HR) 01.01was a trimrun perthe RLIOA-3-3B TIS. Due to pump
vibrationproblemsand silverthroatwashout,the enginewas removed from the teststandon
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGPPL,P_ Pratt & Whitney
FR-19435-1
FE 360245-2
Figure V-IO. RLIOA-3-3B Silver Throat -- Before Test
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Figure V-11. RLIOA-3-3B Silver Throat Washout -- After Test
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The turbopump vibration and silver throat washout occurring on the initial test are
problems which would be found and corrected before delivery of production engines. Therefore,
they may be corrected before initiation of the qualification test.
EngineXRI03-2 was mounted intheE-6 standon 17 December 1985.Testingbeganon 18
December 1985.Trim and trimrepeatrunswere conductedper the RL10A-3-3B TIS priorto
beginningtheQual Test.The Qual Testwas thenconductedfollowedby a finalcalibration.All
testingwas completedon 15January1986.TableV-3 shows testconditionsrequiredby theTest
Plan and theenginerun which accomplishedthem.TableV-4 isa summary ofthetestprogram
in chronologicalorder.




Firin$s Condition Hot Run Number
450 sec duration: engine calibration
Minimum voltage to solenoids
Maximum voltage to solenoids
Minimum helium preuura to solenoids
Maximum helium preuure to solenoids
Minimum O/F study-stete
Maximum OfF steady-state






Startat minimum FPIP and OPIP (and NPSP)
Startat maximum FPIP and OPIP (and NPSP)
Start at minimum FPIP and maximum OPIP (and NPSP)
Start at maximum FPIP and minimum OPIP (and NPSP)
Maximum tank pressurization flow at OfF extremes
Minimum steady-state fuelNPSP
Minimum study-state oxidizer NPSP
Shutdown from minimum O/F
Shutdown from maximum OfF























4.01, 5.01, 24.01, 27.01
This requirementwas added by mutual agreement between NASA and Pratt& Whitney afterthe testplan
was submittedand isnot a requirementof Model Spec.2295.Total time at a mixture ratioof 6.7 or
















































2. Failure/Malfunction Reports (FMR)
Three FMRs werewrittenduringthe testingofXRI03-1 and XR103-2. FMR R0074 was
writtenagainstthe chamber/injectorP/N 2180696,S/N ACB872 which suffereda severe
washoutofthe silverthroaton HR 01.01.The analysisindicateda poorbond isthe reasonfor
thisoccurrence.The chamber would havetobe cutup toverifythelackofbond.Sincethesilver
throatcan beremoved and a new one cast,thechamber was notcutup toverifythelackofbond.
A testfiringwillassurethe new silverthroatisacceptable.
FMR R0075 was written against the turbopump. During HR 01.01 pump vibrations
exceeded the TIS limits. The pump was rebuilt for Build 2 and the fuel pump shaft was replaced
for exceeding the concentricity requirements of the drawing. Turbopump vibrations were within
limits when the engine was first fired on the rebuild.
FMR R0076 was writtenagainsthe no-lighton HR 14.01.Duringthecourseofthe Qual
Test run program,two additionalrunswereadded and oxidizercooldowntimeswerevariedon
otherrunsinan attempttounderstandthe no-lightsituation.Itwas concludedthata separate
ignitionprogramwould havetobe conducted.On thatbasistheRLIOA-3-3B QualTestprogram
was completedtodemonstratetheperformanceand durabilityofthe enginewhileoperatingat
increased mixture ratio. Engine ignition problems will be investigated separately, Reference
P&W FR-19478, and modifications to the engine, if any, will be qualified on other test engines.
3. Diagnostic Plots
Effortshave been underway at Pratt & Whitney to developa diagnosticsystem to
determineimmediatelyafteran enginerun iftheengineisreadyand capableforitsnextfiring.
Severalparametershave been chosen_ be plottedby computer forcomparisonwithexpected
operationallimits.Any actualdatalyingoutsidethe setlimitswould requireinvestigationprior
to continuinga testprogram.In itsfinaloperationalform such a system would be used to
determineifan operationalenginewas readyforitsnextmission.Examples oftheseplotsare
providedin FiguresV-13 through V-19. While the use of the diagnosticsystem is not a
requirementofthe QualificationTest Plan thissectionisincludedsincethe systemwas first
used duringthistestprogram.An explanationof the plotsfollows:
As part of the rocket diagnostic system development, confidence bands of several
parameters defining normal operation were established for both the RL10A-3-3A and RL10A-3-
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Diagnostic Plots -- Summary Sheet
Start Transient
Test 1: Transient Fuel Pump Performance
Check to see ifthe fuelpump isperformingproperlyduringthe starttransient.
Fuel venturiupstream pressurevs oxidizerpump speed (FigureV-13)
Steady Stste
Test 2: Steady-State Performance
Check to see that thrust control is functioning properly and engine has reserve power.
Combustion chamber pressure vs time 100 < Time < 450 seconds (Figure V-14)
Test 3: Fuel Pump Performance
Check to see if the fuel pump is operating properly.
Fuel venturi upstream pressure vs oxidizer pump speed 11800 < RPM-11 <
12800 rpm (Figure V-15)
Test 4: Heat Exchanger Performance
Check of the heat exchanger performance of the nozzle jacket.
Fuelturbineinletemperaturevsoxidizerpump speed 11800< RPM-11 < 12800rpm
(FigureV-16)
Test 5:OxidizerPump Performance
Check of the oxidizerpump performance.




Check ofturbomachinerycoastdownwhich couldpossiblyindicatea bearingor geartrain
failureor deterioration.
Oxidizerpump speedvs time 0.00< Time < 3.00seconds (FigureV-18)
Test 7:Shutdown ImpulseCharacteristic
Check of valveclosureand normal enginedeceleration.






4. Nozzle Candidate Material Samples
During the QualificationTest program severalsamples ofmaterialsto be evaluatedforuse
in RL10 extendable nozzleswere mounted on the engine.Running ofsamples was not relatedto
the Qual Test. Their testingismentioned here sincethey were piggybacked with the Qual Test
and were run during thistestseries.Accumulated times on the samples are shown inTable V-5.
Table V-5. Sample Materials Run Times
Total
Sample No_ Run
7_t_ Runs Time (Sec)
Alloy "Y" 14 2846.8
Uncoated Columbium 6 1203.3
Coated Cohmbium 23 4450.9
The samples can be seen mounted on the engine in Figures V-1 and V-2.
5. Performance Summary
5.1 Engine Performance
Engine XR103-2 completed 23 tests with a run time of 5693.4 seconds; 4533.6 seconds were
completed during the official qualification testing phase. Figure V-20 shows the average specific
impulse is 435.3 sec at 15.0K lb and 6.0 mixture ratio, which is 1.0 second below the RL10A-3-3B
average specific impulse from engines FX143-33, FX144-28, XR101-1, XR102-2, P642033,
P642034, P642045, and P642046. A nominal specific impulse of 436.0 + 2.7 sec is used in the
RL10A-3-3B specification. Table V-6 presents a summary of the test program and Table V-7 is a
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5.2 Effects on Transients
5.2.1 Effect of Solenoid Voltage
To determine the effect of solenoid voltage on the start and shutdown transients, runs were
made at maximum and minimum voltage and compared to a nominal start and shutdown.
Minimum voltage (18.3 vdc) was used in Run 4.01 and maximum voltage (31.0 vdc) in Run 26.01.
Run 5.01 was a nominal run.
The start transients for each case are compared to the nominal start transient in
Figures V-21 and V-22, and Table V-8 shows the solenoid voltage effect on valve actuation. With
minimum voltage, valve actuation times increased 51 msec, ignition occurred 85 msec later vs
nominal and the igniter spark interval increased 32 msec. With maximum voltage, valve
actuation time decreased 9 msec and ignition occurred 8 msec sooner vs nominal. For each case,
start and acceleration are within limits stated in RL10A-3-3B Specification No. 2295.
The solenoid voltage effect on valve actuation and deceleration time are presented in
Table V-9, showing no significant change relative to nominal. Figure V-23 shows the voltage
effect on shutdown impulse and the preliminary specification estimate. Also, the specification
estimate as provided in the RL10A-3-3B Specification No. 2295 is shown.
Since engine ignition, acceleration and deceleration are acceptable at the solenoid voltage
extremes, a solenoid voltage range from 20 to 30 vdc was provided in RL10A-3-3B Specification
No. 2295.
5.2.2 Effect of So/eno/d/Chamber Temperature
To determine the effect of solenoid valve and thrust chamber temperature on start and
shutdown transients, runs were made at extreme temperature conditions and compared to a
nominal run. Run 15.01 operated with precooled solenoids, Run 19.01 with a cooled chamber, and
Run 13.01 with preheated solenoids/chamber. These runs have been compared to Run 5.01, a
nominal run. Table V-10 lists the solenoid and/or chamber temperatures for each run.
Additionally, a rapid relight procedure was used to define the effects of minimum chamber
temperature since it closely simulates minimum chamber temperatures experienced during
operation in space.
The startransientsofRuns 19.01,13.01and 5.01arecompared inFiguresV-24 and V-25.
Ingeneral,engineaccelerationwillnotbe affectedby solenoidtemperatures,so Run 15.01isnot
usedforstartransientcomparisons.TableV-8 shows solenoid/chambertemperatureeffectson
valveactuation.Noticetheaccelerationoftherunsshown inFiguresV-24 and V-25;Run 19.01
(coolchamber)acceleratesquickestfollowedby Run 5.01(nominal),and thenRun 13.01(warm
chamber).However, thisresultisunexpectedsinceengineaccelerationshouldvary inversely
withchambertemperature.The fasteraccelerationfthecoolchamber comparedtonominaland
the warm chamber isdue to the prestartdurationof rapidrelightruns (coolchamber).The
prestartdurationofRun 19.01(relighttest)is5.0/8.0sec,Fuel/LOX compared to40.0/220.0sec
forRuns 5.01and 13.01.Table V-7 shows the rapidrelightestsconsistentlyacceleratefaster
thanthenominaland warm chamber run.The sloweraccelerationfRun 13.01comparedto5.01
has been tracedto pump cavitationwithadditionaleffectsfrom ignitionand valveactuation.
Pump cavitationforRun 13.01iscompared relativetoRun 5.01inFigureV-26,and shows fuel
sidecavitationforRun 13.01.TableV-6 liststhepump housingtemperaturesforeachrun,which
is8°R higheron thefuelsideforRun 13.01.Inaddition,themain fuelvalveopened8 msec later
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Table V-8. Engine Conditioning Effects on Valve Actuation at Start
S V-8 S V- I O S V-6 Ignition; Igniter
Open Close Close (No Sparks) Inte_al
Run No. Condition (sec) (sec,) (sec) (sect: (lb,} (sec,}
Pre-Qual
5.01 Nominal 0.074 1.514 0.074 0.086:(1) 0.027
Post-Qual
27.01 Nominal 0.075 1.533 0.076 0.086:(1) 0.028
Minimum
4.01 Voltage 0.123 1.592 0.126 0.071:(1) 0.041
Maximum
26.01 Voltage 0.064 1.544 0.066 0.078:(1) 0.025
Minimum
15.01 Temp 0.070 1.669 0.070 0.087:(1) 0.027
Maximum
13.01 Temp 0.082 1.730 0.072 0.111:(1) 0.028
Minimum
24.01 Helium Prem 0.066 1.595 0.075 0.086:(1) 0.027
Maximum
25.01 Helium Prem 0.076 1.614 0.076 0.107:(1) 0.026
Note: SV-6 = Fuel Pump Discharge Cooldown Valve
SV-8 = Main Fuel Valve
SV-10 =. Fuel Pump Interstap Cooldown Valve
72_C


















24.01 Helium Prem 0.052
Maximum
25.01 Helium Pre_ 0.055
Note: SV-4 _. LOX Inlet Valve
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The solenoidtemperatureeffectson valveactuationatshutdown and decelerationtimeare
presentedin Table V-9,which shows no significantchangefrom nominal.FigureV-27 shows
solenoidtemperatureeffecton shutdown impulseand the preliminaryspecificationestimate.
Also,FigureV-27 shows specificationestimatedeterminedand providedin the RL10A-3-3B
specification.





5.2.3 Effect of Valve Helium Supply Pressure
To determinetheeffectofvalveheliumsupplypressureon startand shutdown transients,
runsweremade atminimum and maximum heliumsupplypressuresand compared toa nominal
run.Run 24.01operatedwithminimum supplypressure(424.4psia),Run 25.01operatedwith
maximum supplypressure(514.1psia),and Run 5.01was a nominal run.
The start transients for each case are compared to the nominal start transient in
Figures V-28 and V-29, and Table V-8 shows the helium supply pressure effect on valve
actuation. Valve actuation and ignition time varied slightly compared with the nominal run. The
engine start and acceleration are within limits presented in RL10A-3-3B Specification No. 2295
for each case.
The helium Supply pressure effect on valve actuation and deceleration is presented in
Table V-9. Minimum supply pressure decreased valve actuation and increased deceleration time
but maximum supply pressure exerted no effect. Figure V-30 shows helium supply pressure effect
on shutdown impulse and the specification estimate for this effect.
Sinceenginestart,accelerationa d decelerationareacceptableatthevalveheliumsupply
pressurextremes,a supplypressurerangeof440 to500 psiahasbeenprovidedforRL10A-3-3B
SpecificationNo. 2295.
5.2.4 Effect of Mixture Ratio
To determinethe effectofmixtureratioon the shutdown transient,runswere shutdown
from variousmixtureratiosand theinfluenceon engineperformancedetermined.Runs 4.01and
5.01wereshutdown fromlow mixtureratios,howevertheserunsexperiencedadditionalengine
effects.Run 4.01was shutdown fromlow mixtureratioand low solenoidvoltage,and Run 5.01
was shutdown from low mixtureratioand a highsolenoidtemperature.These runshavebeen
excludedfromthisanalysis.Run 24.01was shutdown fromalow mixtureratiof5.755,and Run
27.01was shutdown froma highmixtureratiof6.746.The influenceofshutdownmixtureratio
on performanceisshown in the curveof FigureV-31.The qualificationtestingverifiedthe
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5.2.5 Effect of Inlet Condition Variation from Nominal
The effectof;nletconditionvariationfrom nominal duringthe starttransientwas observed
in many runs during qualificationtesting.Table V-11 presents the inletconditions effecton
engine accelerationas compared to the nominal acceleration.Figures V-32 and V-33 show the
inletconditionstested,Figures V-34 to V-41 present starttransientsof these runs contrasted
with a nominal transient.Notice that the startinletconditionsliebeyond the startoperating
boxes of Figures V-32 and V-33 to definethese envelopes.Since engine startperformance is
acceptableasseen inFiguresV-34 toV-41, the inletstartboxes definedinFiguresV-32 and V-33
have been submitted for the RLIOA-3-3B specification.
Table V-11. RLIOA-3-3B Start Box Limits Inlet Condition Variation Effect on
Acceleration Time
Engine XRI03-2
Run NPSP Condition Change in
Run No. 7_jpe Fuel Oxidizer Acceleration Time
7.01 1st burn Min Max 0.623
8.01 relight Min Max 0.146
9.01 Ist burn Max Max -0.078
10.01 relight Max Max -0.233
11.01 Ist burn Max Min -0.286
12.01 relight Max Min -0.392
15.01 Ist burn Min Min 0.118
16.01 relight Min Min -0.140
Note: Times are compared to nominal RLIOA-3-3B acceleration time of
1.809 see, as submitted for Specification 2295. Po,itive denotes a
slower acceleration while neptive denotes a faster acceleration.
5.2.6 Coo/down Limit Tests
Four first-burn tests were run with extreme conditions on the inlet start boxes and prestart
times to complete the cooldown limit tests. The extreme Net Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP)
conditions (Max or Min), change in acceleration time and corresponding runs are presented in
Table V-11. Additionally, each test was followed by a rapid relight two minutes after shutdown,
with the same starting inlet conditions listed in Table V-7. Figures V-34 to V-41 compare the
start transients for the first-burn runs to nominal, and Figures V-42 to V-49 compare relight
start transients to nominal. Figures V-55 to V-58 show no indication of cavitation during engine
acceleration for these runs, displaying acceptable engine start capability. Inlet start boxes
defined in Figures V-34 and V-35, and related minimum prestart times determined from previous
testing, Figure V-54, have been provided for the RL10A-3-3B specification.
5.3 Effects on Steady State
5.3.1 Minimum Steady State NPSP
To determine the effect of minimum pump inlet NPSP during steady state operation, runs
18.01 and 24.01 were conducted at minimum fuel pump inlet NPSP (3.0 psid) and minimum
oxidizer pump inlet NPSP (5.2 psid) during steady state, respectively. The performance for each
pump was within run-to-run variation, indicating no cavitation. Pump performance is shown in
Figures V-59 and V-60. Steady state operation was not affected due to low inlet NPSP levels,
verifying minimum NPSP levels of 3.0 psid fuel and 5.2 psid oxidizer. These have been provided
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5.3.2 Effect of Mixture Ratio on Steady-State Operation
To determine the effectof mixture ratioduring steady state operation, several runs
completed mixture ratioexcursions from 5.4 to 6.7.The effectof mixture ratiovariationon
steady state performance is presented in Figures V-50 to V-52, with the respectivecurves
submitted for RL10A-3-3B SpecificationNo. 2295. Data from severalruns lieabove the limits
provided tothe specification.This has been attributedto the trim run which operated toward the
top ofthe limitbox. With the permitted 1.5percent run-to-runvariationfrom the trim run, itis
possibletoexceed the limitsprovided tothe specification.This couldbe avoidedby operatingthe
trim run through the center of limitbox. These limitshave been provided for RL10A-3-3B
SpecificationNo. 2295.
5.3.3 Tank Pressurization Row Effects
The characteristics of the tank pressurization system were determined by analyzing the
influence of tank pressurization on engine performance. Runs 4.01, 5.01, 24.01, and 25.01
operated with tank pressurization. The fuel cooldown dump line was open during Run 4.01
engine operation so the observed fuel flow is in error and has not been considered for this reason.
The preliminary specification curve, of the effect of tank pressurization, submitted for the
RL10A-3-3B specification, is presented in Figure V-53 with data from Runs 5.01, 24.01 and
25.01.
5.4 Aborts and Data Anomalies
5.4.1 Aborts
One run of the 23-run test program aborted and failed to accomplish its test objective. Run
14.01, a relight after a two-minute hold between fnqngs, aborted 0.470 second after start.
Minimum chamber pressure expected at this time is 8 psi, a 3 psi chamber pressure was measured
due to a failure to light. Other engine runs have successfully fired at similar starting conditions
and the reason for the no-light was not fully understood. This problem was discovered previously
in Section IV-B-2. The objectives not met in Run 14.01 were accomplished in Run 22.01.
5. 4.2 Data Anomalies
The shutdown performance deck would not execute for Runs 2.01 and 3.01.Iteration
failuresoccurred due to fasteroxidizerinletvalve actuationtimes caused by a missing orificein
the helium supply linetothisvalve.The effectofthe decreasedoxidizervalveactuationtime on
the shutdown performance deck was corrected,and shutdown performance analysisforRuns 2.01











Engine XRI02-2 was selected to run the limit test per the QualificationTest Plan
paragraph 5.0.The testwas conducted on the Z-6 teststand during hot run 44.01 on 12 April
1985.The engine was run with the thrustcontrolchamber pressuretap vented to ambient which
closesthe turbinebypass, and the propellantutilization(PU) valve set at the highest mixture
ratiopositionto simulate the most severe failuremode possiblefor the RLIOA-3-3B engine.













Figure VI-1. Schematic of System Used to Vent the Thrust Control
While making a calibrationrun with a PU valve excursion,the PU valve angle was set to
obtain a mixture ratioof _.65.After a 10-second stabilizationperiod,the thrust control was
vented to the altitudechamber. Thrust was 18,541 Ib,mixture ratiowas 6.24,and chamber
pressure was 516 psia.After about 15 seconds the thrust controlwas returned to itsnormal
position,and the PU valvewas returned to the nullposition.The engine continued to operate
satisfactorilyand performance was unaffected.Post-testinspectionrevealedno problems with
the engine.
The chamber pressurelevelachieved was the same as that reached in a similarteston the
RLI0-3-3A limit test.This pressure levelis well below the maximum steady-statechamber







The teardown of the Qual Test enginewas completedas follows:
• The turbopump and components were removed from the chamber/injector.
The chamber/injector was subjected to a production "green" turnaround per
Production Engine Procedure RL10-04. No problems were founcL Photos
showing the generally excellent condition of the silver throat are shown in
Figures VII-3 through VII-7.
The turbopump was separated and the oxidizer pump and fuel pumps were
completely disassembled. Since there was an unexplained shift in the fuel
pump vibration characteristics on the last several runs of the engine, the
teardown of the fuelpump was carefullyscrutinize&The only notable
anomaly was a low torquevalueon theturbinetiabolt(350in-lb)oDetailed
inspectionofallpartsofthe oxidizerand fuelpump showed them tobe in
excellentcondition.
All components were sent for CCS test. A small shift in thrust level could
not be confirmed during CCS of the thrust control. All other CCSs were
completed _uccessfully.
A. DUAL PRESSURE SWITCH IGNITION SYSTEM
After successfully completing the Qual Test series the ignition system, BMT001, was sent
for CCS test and successfully passed.
Inlet Valves Tig Weld Bellows




The followingTable VII-Iprovidesa listof the major turbopump parts.The remarks
indicatetheresultsofa visualinspectionand therecommended dispositionfthepart.The fuel
pump and oxidizerpump partswerelaidoutand photographed.FiguresVII-1and VII-2show the







Table VII-1. Turbopump Parts List
Gearbox housing




Carbon seal carrier, turbine
Spring, turbine bearing
Fuel pump bearing nut (2)
Fuel pump bearing lockring
Turbine tiebolt spacer
Fuel pump tiebolt





Fuel pump gearshaf_ My
Fuel pump impeller 2nd stage
Split ring 2nd stage impeller
Fuel pump impeller 1st stage
Turbine stator Ist stage






































Light wear at mating surface from turbine bearing housing. Reuse
asis.
Top inner edge of plate scored from 1st stage impeller balance
weight. Weight contacted plate during balance of the fuel pump.
Weight wee removed and placed in a correctly drilled hole in the
1st impeller. Reuse as is.
Some roughness on O.D. of blades due to rubbing -- reuse as is.
Reuee as h.
Reu_ as is.
Moderate scoring from spring. Reuse Am is.





Light rub on seal face. I.D. scored from disassembly. Reuse as is.
ID _:ored by repeated disassembly. Reu_ as is.
Light wear on OD lancL Recoat needed.
Very light rub in local area. Reuse as is.
Very light knife edge rub. Reuse as is.
Aft end on shaft was scored from tooling, during disassembly. Light
wear on seal faces-moderate gear tooth wear.
Reuse as is.
Expendable.
Moderate tip rub. Reuas as is.
Reuse as is.
Reuse as is.
Very light scratches at bypass and turbine exit - Reuse as is.









Fuel pump impeller housing
Turbine bearing spacer
Fuel pump inducer tiebolt
Fuel pump bearing spacer
Carbon seal,fuel pump rear
Carbon seal turbine
Carbon seal, fuel pump front
Carbon seal, fuel pump interstage
Bearing, turbine
Bearing, fuel pump
Seal holder, fuel pump interstage
Metering plug, fuel pump support pla_
Plug, fuel pump support plate (2)
LOX pump housing
LOX pump front bearing spacer
LOX pump front bearing nut
LOX pump rear bearing nut
LOX pump intermediate seal plate
LOX pump bellows seal
LOX pump bellows seal
Carbon seal,accessory pad








































Moderate inducer and impeller tip rub. Reuse as is.
Scoring on end due to disassembly. Reuse as is.
Reuse as is.
Galling from front bearing spacer, very light seal rub. Reuse as is.
Carbon seal moderately worn. Reuse as is.
Carbon seal moderately worn. Reuse as is.
Very light wear. Reuse am is,
Very light wear. Reuse as i_
Ref QR 378463. Light wear on races,balls pitted and discolored.
Rulon had moderate wen wear.
Ref QR 378462. Very light wear, balls pitte_ Rulon has moderate,








Very lightwear on seal factm. Reuse as is.
Very light wear. Reuse as is.
Light wear. Reuse as is.
Very light wear. Reuse as is.













Bearing, idler gear (2)
Bearing,LOX pump front
Bearing, LOX pump rear
Elbow housing
LOX pump tiebolt
Carbon seal thrust ring (2)







LOX pump gearshaft assy






































Scored from repeated disassembly. Reuse as is.
Reuse as is.
Reuse as is.
Light wear on LOX gear side of teeth -- there was some metal
pickup. Moderate wear on fuel gear side of teeth -- coating
peeling away from balance removal area.
Normal wear.
Normal wear -- some spalling on race.
Very lightwear on ballsand race.Very lightrub on Rulon from
inner race contact
Moderate wear -- cage scratched.
ReuN as is.
First 3 or 4 threade have metal pickup should be replaced.
Reuse as is.
Seal face plating has poor surface. Very light rub. Reuse.
Very light scratcRes. Reuse as m.
Blades have fight scratchse. Lab seal knife edges light rub. Reuse
asis.
Very light seal rub I.D. Scored during disassembly. Reuse as is.
Reuse as is.
O.D. light scratches- normal carbon deposits on I.D. Reuse.
Light to moderate rub allaroun& Reuse as is.
Light even wear - coating removed. Reuse as is.








Green run turn around completed and acceptable.
See Tud_opump Parts List.











Lox inlet shutoff valve














































































































































































The RL10A-3-3B engine is qualified for operation at the higher mixture ratio of 6.0 ± 0.7.
This is based on the fact that the engine operated successfully under all conditions required by
Spec 2295 and the hardware showed no detrimental effects from operating at the higher mixture
ratios.
An ignition problem has been uncovered and relates to the Shuttle/Centaur inlet conditions
and the small cooldown area used in the oxidizer flow control. For Shuttle/Centaur operations
the most efficient means of cooldown is achieved by using this small flow area and it is desirable
to keep this configuration. Prior to qualifying the RL10A-3-3B engine for use on the
Shuttle/Centaur an improved ignition system must be qualified to eliminate the no-light
problem.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
If the RL10A-3-3B engine is to be used in the Shuttle/Centaur, a new ignition system must
be designed, built and qualified.
If the RL10A-3-3B engine is to be used in ground-launched vehicles the large cooldown area
oxidizer flow control (with bypass) should be reinstated, and the ignition characteristics will be
the same as the RL10A-3-3A engine, assuming the start inlet boxes are similar.
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